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real time engagement.
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WHO
WE ARE

Backed by
technology,
we build everything
you envision
ACL is a leading provider of communications
platform to businesses. Our platforms enable
large and leading enterprises to engage with
customers over multiple channels including;
SMS, Voice, Email, WhatsApp and
Notifications with rich and intelligent
communication services.
Since inception in 2000, we have been
developing our technology infrastructure to
help businesses reach their customers,
swiftly, securely and cost-effectively. Our
communication platforms boast of industry’s
lowest latency, and handles billions of
interactions monthly.

Leading the
space since 2000
40+
Billion
Interactions
annually

49%

500
Leading enterprise
customers

99.999%
Infrastructure
Uptime

YOY revenue
growth for 3 years

30+ Banks
and financial
institutions using
Axiom, on-premise
communications hub

100%
Direct connectivity
across India, UAE,
and Malaysia

Partner for

Top 3

70%

In the domestic
A2P messaging
space

BFSI players in
India

30000
Peak transactions
per second

30+
Global aggregator
partnerships to reach
1100+ networks in
196 countries

<300
milliseconds
Platform latency

250+
Employees across
geographies

PRODUCTS
SMS

VOICE

ACL's SMS infrastructure helps enterprises'
reach their customers via state-of-the-art
web messaging interface, and robust APIs.
With a broad suite of services including
Campaign Manager, OTP, Traffic
analyser, Push API and 2-Way
messaging, ACL's push platform can help
deliver deeper customer relationships, and
better financial performance.

EMAIL
ACL's Email platform can deliver
uninterrupted communication with
SMTP/ API integration. The scalable,
reliable and highly available platform
helps deliver promotional, transactional
and OTP e-mails via on-cloud
deployment. Using our platform,
enterprises can personalize content for
their customers to generate better ROI.

OMNICHANNEL
RICH &
INTELLIGENT
SERVICES

MARKETING AUTOMATION
Credence, ACL's Omni-channel Marketing
Automation Platform enables enterprises
to send contextual information which is
time relevant to the individual on their
preferred channel. Using Credence’s
segmentation and real-time targeting, an
enterprise can increase user engagement
and marketing ROI across web/mobile,
sms, e-mail, social networks, contextual
push notifications and in-app messages

Presence across
India,
South East Asia
and Middle East

Built in using SAAS technology, ACL's voice
solution combines carrier-grade reliability,
and flexibility to offer solutions;
Outbound & Inbound Dialing, Missed
Call, and Voice OTP that helps businesses
deliver personalized customer experience
for sharper engagement, and enhanced
revenue streams.

WHATSAPP
Our Rich Media Platform enables
enterprises to communicate with their
customers in real-time over WhatsApp with
message prioritization and queuing benefits.
The platform is capable to deliver
notifications/ alerts, and transaction &
service related messages to the end
customers.

COMMUNICATIONS HUB
Axiom’s is an industry leading,
communications platform that enable
enterprises to communicate with their
customers in real time over multiple
channels; SMS, Email and WhatsApp.
The centralized platform connects multiple
service providers and various departments
of an enterprise via single API.

Trusted by Asia's
Most Valuable Brands
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